University of Cambridge. Lord Bearsted's name is one to conjure with in Birmingham and in Sheffield. He has lavished gifts on London and Maidstone. To recite his benefactions, devoted asi they have been to art and to science, to education and to philanthropy, is scarcely necessary ; but the breadth of his sympathies is one of the most attractive features of his character, and whilst in the trader, the researcher, the financier I observe a practical appji-cation of straightforward business princij^^bjch pur-sues an object relentlessly; I see also in Lord Bearsted one who has bestowed many favours both in private and in public, which prove him to be by nature considerate, patriotic, and genuinely benevolent.
As an ally of Nature—which does more splendid
things for us than we can do for ourselves, though
graciously  disposed  to   accept,   if  not  to   require,
some degree of human encouragement—Lord Bear-
sted has played a part in our times which is at once
vital  and  instructive.    He  is   not  by  any  means
played out.   History, I think, will do justice to one
who did much to rescue this country from dangers
and disasters which were but vaguely understood ;
to aid him it is fortunate that there were some whose
understanding availed,  against great odds,  to win
through.    An   ingenious   writer   once   counted   the
decisive battles of the world as in number fifteen.
I do not know how many of the victories of this last
great war should be counted as decisive: I think that
there were at least five;  but if there were only three,
^Lord Bearsted must in virtue of toluol be counted as
the winner of one of them.    And he would, I think,
be willing that I should associate with his the bril-
liant and learned name of the late Lord Moulten.
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